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gaged in considerable revamping of resources to make the RFK Library a respectable collection extending beyond the book stacks to numerous electronic databases and online journals (click on “electronic resources” at www.uog. edu/RFK_Library). Also, resources sharing capabilities provide faculty and students with relatively quick responses to their requests often within a day or two. Today’s processing is certainly far quicker and more proficient than in the library’s service capabilities. This contrasts with the practice of more than a decade ago when multi-part typed forms were mailed to Hawaii or California. This was a kind of Pacific pony express undertaking: “Hope-the-rider-gets-through-the-whales-and-back-with-a-response-before-it’s-too-late.”

Although the reputation of the RFK Library has improved due in part to the accreditation panic blast of money and subsequent consistency of budget allocation, convincing some faculty and especially new faculty fresh from a larger library is still somewhat of a challenge. It is perhaps even an interesting study in the constructive factors of reality. Following the devastation of World War II on Guam, the University has grown from a humble teacher training institution to an accredited University whose students can transfer credits and degrees to most colleges and universities on the U.S. mainland.

The context in which Guam has evolved in both book and electronic resources occurs in the nebulous influences of a past that is unlike other American regions. The issue of Chamorro self-determination has within it, not only the demands for enabling a people to determine their political status apart from colonialism, but also to select from the milieu of American values and identity that are never far away. Chamorros have historically adapted and readapted to a number of American influences for over one hundred years in addition to other cultures and societies which have made Guam their home. Chamorros, themselves, hold different opinions on the issue of self-determination. In a public sense of a communally felt context, support for the idea of self-determination is inevitable, at the least, and speaks to the quiet conflicts into which the American library slipped.

Micronesia, with nine distinctive languages, also has interpretative values and different levels of access to information, based on cultural heritage and contemporary needs. The difficult thing in describing the issue of indigenous cultural contexts and the American library anywhere — in an unsupported, underused public library or the University Library here — is to avoid the suggestion of inferiority if certain values of American librarianship are not met. For that is the tule ground of colonialism against which all Pacific nations have worked against over the past several decades.

Yet, variants of colonialism remain — American to the north of the equator, British and French to the south. Hegemony takes on a life and a reality of its own with varying degrees of success and re-adaptation by islanders. Yet many Pacific islanders have, of course, benefited from these structures, using them for their own power and economic struggles like Americans elsewhere. They are also beset in an additional mode of complexity through the conflicts that indigenous communal heritage, oral forms of communication and knowledge and Western standards and influences have wrought. There is no standard to be met, remember, except for those engaged in these processes and the communal environments to which they usually return.

I bring all of this up in mentioning the RFK Library's new lease on life for collection development because of this contested context of information that in the epistemological relevance in Micronesian lives is far more likely to be printed between the covers of heritage and history and read within a resulting social protocol than between the covers of a “book.” Again, acculturation to American influence is strong in various ways and probably more pronounced on the island of Guam than anywhere else in the Western Pacific. Students attend college within a hegemonic and culturally negotiated kaleidoscope of perspectives, expectations, and desires. They learn and they do well for themselves and others. Meanwhile, cultural support systems crack under the strain of adaption and the search for or the protection of identities. All the while semiotics of history and the views of the world that languages and communal values provide remain like enabling vestiges of the past. I wish Elfrieda had come here.
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